How do we explain that on the one hand consumers spend billions of dollars every year on analgesics and opioids, while on the other hand exhausting and painful experiences such as obstacle races and ultra-marathons are gaining in popularity? In the article Selling Pain to the Saturated Self, published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Journal of Consumer Research, researchers from Cardiff University, Nanyang Technological University and Kedge Business School set about trying to understand this conundrum: why do people pay for an experience that is deliberately marketed as painful?

Tough Mudder is an adventure challenge involving a series of approximately 25 military-style obstacles that participants have to overcome in half a day: running through torrents of mud, plunging into freezing water and even crawling through 10,000 volts of electric wires. Injuries have included spinal damage, strokes, heart attacks, and even death.

Yet as of 2016, over 2.5 million participants have entered the challenge since launching in 2010. Tough Mudder, created by Will Dean, employs 150 staff who will produce 120 events in 11 countries with 500,000 people taking part in 2016.

Through extensive ethnographic research, the research team discovered that pain helps individuals deal with the reduced physicality of office life. Through sensory intensification, pain brings the body into sharp focus, allowing participants who spend much of their time sitting in front of computers, to rediscover their corporeality.

In addition, pain facilitates escape. Pain provides a temporary relief from the burdens of self-awareness. Electric shocks and ice-cold water may be painful but they also allow participants to escape from the demands and anxieties of modern life.

Finally, by leaving marks and wounds, painful experience help us create the story of a fulfilled life spent exploring the limits of the body. The proliferation of GoPro and YouTube videos recording painful experience such as Tough Mudder happens at least partly because a fulfilled life also means exploring the body in its various possibilities.

According to Bernard Cova, professor of marketing at KEDGE Business School, “Tough Mudder revolutionizes experiential marketing by selling pain as a central dimension, where until now we were selling the opposite, pleasure. The great strength of Tough Mudder is also to have a perfect community approach. The community begins in the offer.”

In a recent interview, Jerome Hiquet, Chief Marketing Officer at Tough Mudder Inc. and KEDGE’s Alumni, declared “Tough Mudder has pivoted from an events-first company into a leading active lifestyle brand”.
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